TOWARDS A COMPETENT MEDIATOR –
A SUMMARY OF INTERNATIONAL DATA
Objective
During the LinkedIn discussion, “To Certify or Not Certify - is that even the Question?” – started by Robyn E
MacDonald, several sub-questions arose, including:
What is mediation – prompted by the many differing practices from mediators around the world;
What constitutes a good / effective / competent / quality mediator?
That lead me to place a separate post entitled “What experience should a mediator get before mediating
on their own?”
The objective of this Summary is to pull together, for colleagues in Scotland where we are at a formative
stage in these discussions, the thoughts, ideas, motivations and fears of mediators operating in those
countries. If this proves useful to others, that would be excellent and quite amazing!

My Thanks
What follows could not have happened without the thoughtfulness of mediators across the USA, Australia,
New Zealand, the UK, Israel and Spain, for sharing their ideas, the information sources they highlighted and
the resulting personal reflections this generated.
So to all, my thanks for facilitating some growth in my mediative ponderings.
However the final output is mine, including the misunderstandings, mistakes and misconceptions.
The websites include those hosted by the many State or Court dispute resolution bodies in the US, Canada,
the International Mediation Institute in the Hague, CEDR in London, together with the websites of many
training providers to see what they proposed as basic skills. These are all easily accessible through that
huge library in the clouds, Google (“mediation skills training / requirements” produced 16,700,000 hits in
0.87 seconds. Happy hunting!).
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1. What is Mediation?
It seems we have different definitions of what we do.
For some it is OK to lead parties to an acceptable solution, for others that is anathema. For some it is usual
for legal advisors to lead the discussions, for others theirs is not the important voice.
These differences are reflected in the lists of basic competencies espoused by some mediation bodies. For
example the ADR Canada competency list (shown in full later on) has one competency which says a
mediator should:
determine they possess adequate knowledge of the business or issues encompassing the dispute
I understand this to be at the heart of the “expert mediator” debate and many of you will say “That’s not
needed in my understanding / practice of mediation”. Yet the rest of the ADR Canada competencies are, to
me, clearly recognisable as those of a facilitative mediator.

Then look at this course title. Ummmmm. This
has been accredited by the London Courts and
the English Civil Mediation Council.
If we imagine mediation, with all
its different branches (court,
inter- company, family, divorce etc,) as a tree1, then I am going to stick to those basic,
central principles and the skills or competencies which form the trunk of the tree. Thereafter
if you specialise in a branch, additional training may – probably will - be required.

2. Mediation Principles & Competencies
From the comments of others and my own training and experience, what differentiates
mediation from every other form of human interaction is, in my view:
The presence of an impartial facilitator.
The common desire of those present to achieve a mutually acceptable solution to their problems.
The recognition by all present that self-determination is more powerful than 3rd party imposition.
An agreement that the voices of the parties are paramount in any discussions.
The knowledge that participation is voluntary (how you get there may be a different matter).
An agreement that their negotiation should seek the best interests of all involved.
The agreement that honesty is usually a more effective negotiating stance, and that this is encouraged
by treating the discussions as confidential, whether this is supported by statute or not.
An acceptance that resolution cannot be forced on anyone.
An acceptance that success is defined by the parties alone.
Any practice that excludes any one of these principles – (and others you may add) – may be a valid means
of resolving conflict, but it is not, in my book, Mediation.
If these principles are OK, what competencies would we expect to see in a mediator that would evidence
these principles? But before that, do competencies give us a different quality or grading language?

1 An analogy I first heard from Ewan Malcolm, a very experienced mediator & trainer, 1st Director of the Scottish Mediation
Network, on Linkedin and now mediating in Manhattan, NY,NY.
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3. Blending Models of Competency & Skill Acquisition
Most would agree that the effect of mediation training should be to create skills that demonstrate
competency in the underlying principles of mediation and which impact positively on the parties. So could
the Stages of Competence give us a scale for mediator practice? And if we associated these with an
unemotional (or least emotive) scale a member of the public would understand, would this help the
debate? Two are suggested here and detailed below.
The Four Stages of Learning suggests that individuals are initially unaware of how little they know, or
unconscious of their incompetence. As they recognize their incompetence, they consciously acquire a skill,
then consciously use that skill. Eventually, the skill can be done without consciously being thought through,
and the individual is said to have unconscious competence.
Unconscious Incompetent - Conscious Incompetent - Conscious Competent - Unconscious Competent2
Novice
Advanced beginner
Competent / Proficient
Expert3
In education, the Dreyfus model of skill acquisition suggests how students acquire skills through formal
instruction and practicing. Proposed in 1980 at the Operations Research Center for the United States Air
Force, the model proposes that a student passes through five distinct stages:

1. Novice
"rigid adherence to taught rules or plans"

no exercise of "discretionary judgment"

2. Advanced beginner
limited "situational perception"

all aspects of work treated separately with equal importance

3. Competent
"coping with crowdedness" (multiple
activities, accumulation of information)

some perception of actions in relation to goals

deliberate planning

formulates routines

4. Proficient
holistic view of situation

prioritizes importance of aspects

"perceives deviations from the normal
pattern"

employs maxims for guidance, with meanings that adapt to the
situation at hand

5. Expert
transcends reliance on rules, guidelines,
and maxims

"intuitive grasp
understanding"

of

situations

based

on

deep,

tacit

has "vision of what is possible"

uses "analytical approaches" in new situations or in case of
problems – potential innovator

So how might we match these models with the thoughts of the LinkedIn group on skill development?

2 Initially described as “Four Stages for Learning Any New Skill”, the theory was developed at the Gordon Training
International by its employee Noel Burch in the 1970s.[1]
3 Dreyfus, Stuart E.; Dreyfus, Hubert L. (February 1980). A Five-Stage Model of the Mental Activities Involved in Directed
Skill Acquisition.
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4. Matching Learning Models to Mediator Experience
The Advanced Beginner (Consciously Incompetent)
Where might we put the average newly trained, basically skilled mediator – at the Conscious Incompetent
stage? “I know some things, one of which is I need more practice and to hone my new found abilities to
become self-confident. I am still a beginner, but have moved some way beyond the novice stage?”
Your almost universal suggestions of how to get there is through of 40 hours of theory 4 and practice with
experienced mediator/trainers. Practice is usually mentored role-play, critiqued by the mediator/trainer
and other trainees. If these basic mediation skills are the trunk of the mediation tree, then if you wish to
specialise in a branch, additional training may be required, ranging from 2 days on Court procedures to a
further 40 hours for family mediation. Many training providers offered basic skills in 32 hours, with an
additional 16 hours of specialist skills, again as basic training.

The Competent Mediator (Consciously Competent)
“My practice accumulates through observation, co-mediation, supervision and skill development. With
reflective practice, I become conscious of what I am good at (because it works so people tell me and I have
worked out why it did in those circumstances, but might not in others) and I think about it more and more.
So I pass through a stage of conscious competence perhaps to proficiency – I still think about it as I do it and
reflect afterwards and discuss it with others.”
Again the majority view is that it is essential to have a significant period of time (in some jurisdictions 130
hours) starting with silent observation of an experienced mediator, followed by more active co-mediating
with an experienced mediator. In both instances, the mediator and “trainee” would have post mediation
feedback and discussion on strategy, impacts of interventions, alternative approaches and so on. The key
seems to be in being mentored / supervised / reflected with to ensure we understand why we are doing
what we are doing – deliberate interventions. In the Dreyfus model “I am moving from having formulas and
routines to being able to adapt these as situations develop.”

The Proficient Mediator (Still Consciously Competent)
Some will not have the opportunity (or desire) to mediate full time - they will have other roles in life. While
retaining their professional development, they will not go beyond a conscious competence.
For those who do mediate full or nearly full time, by continuing their reflective practice / supervision /
training (we ask for 17 hours a year – some court based schemes ask for over 30 hours), they should
develop as Dreyfus puts it, the ability to form a holistic view of the situation, helping parties to prioritize the
different aspects of the conflict for discussion and resolution; watching for deviations from the normal
pattern of behaviour – perhaps an underlying unresolved issue that needs to be aired; they may still
employ maxims or underlying truths for guidance, but with meanings that they can adapt to the situation at
hand – “I am not an evaluative mediator, but when parties become stuck, I can lead them to a new place to
see if that helps them move forward”. Or as many on the LinkedIn posts remarked, most mediators can
learn something new with every mediation.

The Expert Mediator (Unconsciously Competent)
Is this the land of the truly inspirational mediators? Those people whose effortless intervention at just the
right time turn hopelessness into enthusiasm. The ones who, when you ask them why they did what they
did reply, “Because it felt right at the time”.
To quote Dreyfus again, they transcend reliance on rules, guidelines, and
maxims, having an intuitive grasp of situations based on a deep, tacit
understanding of people and conflict, with a vision of what is possible,
using analytical approaches in new situations or in case of problems –
becoming an innovator in their field. And with luck sharing their
innovations with we mere mortals. Mediation as a lifetime journey.
4 See Outline Training Content below and in Appendix B
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5. Competencies
What basic skills or competencies should we be teaching / practicing / reflecting on.
What competencies would we recognise in any mediator, be they court based, family,
facilitative or evaluative. What does the trunk of the mediation tree consist of?
The competencies shown in Appendix A are drawn from three sources – and in most
areas they are remarkably similar – and it wouldn’t take long to create one common list.
But as mentioned above, there are oddities within them – skills which suggest a
particular view of mediation, which I would rather consign to a branch rather than leave
in the trunk. As has been said before, there may be times when the parties want you to be evaluative or
directive and you have the skills and it works. My sense is you need to develop (or train in) those skills in
addition to your basic ones – so it is a branch or twig.
What seems to be common amongst them is a developing mastery of skills relating to people,
communication and process.
For example one set divides a number of competencies into three broad groups :
Has strong communication skills
Is able to build trust
Enables parties to reach agreements
The Rhizome Coop, (interesting name for an underground movement?) formed from organisations in
commercial, family and community settings in the 1990’s, has a long list of competencies we would
recognise, but under headings that, to me, seem very process orientated, even though much of their detail
is about working with people:

Establish contact with parties

Prepare and set up mediation

Manage the mediation process

Work within codes of practice

Stage mediation meetings

Maybe that speaks to their approach – manage the process well and the parties will sort themselves out. It
suggests a clear role for the mediator, a distance or objectivity from the depths of their conflict, a constant
quiet mantra, “it’s their problem and their decision on what to do about it”.
ADR Canada Competencies Guidelines again use three broad headings and there is much here that
facilitative mediators will recognise and hold sacred.
Procedural Skills
Relationship Skills
Facilitation Skills
There are in this list one or two little snippets that suggest an approach based on commercial mediations,
with a lot of negotiation. Not wrong, but interesting to note the nuances of what we all think we do.
(On reflection, looking at all these lists, were I a novice about to start my training and faced with developing
this lot, I might duck out and apply to NASA as an easier option!)

6. Basic Training Content
If competencies are a reasonable way of measuring a mediators ability, what do they need to learn in the
first place and then develop over time? Appendix B contains our 6 day training program contents, not
because this is the best there is, but because it was almost the only list of content I could find. However
these two are well worth reviewing.
The MIT 2002 35 hour Basic Training Manual ( http://www.campus-adr.org/CR_Services_Cntr/MIT_all.pdf)
is interesting. In their forward, they make a comment all of us as trainers will recognize:
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“Three themes recur throughout the lectures and role plays: party control, self awareness, and diversity. It
has been our experience that most participants are not familiar with a dispute resolution process in which
the parties themselves decide what issues to address and what the outcome will be. They must be taught
to resist their impulse to fix or tell the parties how to fix their problems. We emphasize that a good
mediator must be aware of, and therefore able to prevent interference from, his/her own approach to
conflict, own sensitive issues, and own assumptions about others.”
The Oregon Mediation Centre online manual at http://www.internetmediator.com/medres/pg9.cfm is also
well worth a read on many levels. It too has an interesting “take” on the mediator’s role:
“Rather than viewing participants as "homogenous beings," the mediator thus learns to view participants as
being comprised of bundles of interests, concerns and voices. We help participants when we help them to
identify and satisfy their most important interests, concerns and voices.”
Otherwise 99.4% (or there abouts) of training organisations retained commercial secrecy of their content.

7. Accreditation
Robyn ‘s original question included the following :
“There are states that require certification or some qualification process to become (and remain) a mediator
in that state. Some states simply require a 40-hour mediation course, and other states have no
requirements whatsoever. I feel establishing some sort of standard gains the profession a bit more
legitimacy and respectability with those who seek our services.”
In response. there was almost as much variation amongst mediators on whether this was a useful concept
as there was across countries and states on what it meant and constituted. Hence the “herding cats”
references. (You have to watch this http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pk7yqlTMvp8)

Reasons to certify:
1. Because someone else will insist (e.g. the Courts)
“I believe that it is only a matter of time before the states will want to license mediators as they do
almost every other professional...if for no other reason than the additional revenue stream it will
create. The NY Council is currently addressing the issues of certification, so that the standards will have
been developed by professional mediators. “
2. Because it verifies “threshold” training has occurred and that is a good thing
“I think the training and "certification" (although we don't call it that in our state) is a good thing.
Training, especially in ethical issues, is valuable. “
“I am a firm and enthusiastic supporter of thorough "certification" processes as a vehicle for assuring,
as much as possible, quality of services and ethical standards.”
“However, a sound certification process -- and I emphasize one that includes not just training but also
mentoring/evaluation and periodic renewal -- is a key part of the pursuit of quality.”
3. Because untrained / certified mediators could give us all a bad name
“My fear for the profession is that without certification by a consistent entity or even licensure is that
mediation will be tainted by those not doing what we call mediation or not doing it in a professional
and ethical manner.”
“A hallmark of a profession is the requirement of specialized training.”
“We believe there are enough "bad" services being done under the name of mediation that mislead the
public and the clients, and create a bad name for what is the real practice of mediation.
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4. Because Others have done it
“In the truest sense of mediation we are facilitating a conversation. And unlike the "mediation"
community of practice, the International Association of Facilitators has established published and
accepted standards of conduct, competency and skill --which apply to us as mediators (and as coaches
in blended practices).”
5. Because it doesn’t have to mean licensure
“In Texas we have the Texas Mediation Credentialing Association which has standards of what one
could define as certification or licensing but it is not required by the State.”
6. Because it would be good for us as professionals
“ I also believe there is benefit to us as mediators in challenging ourselves to be the best we can be, and
"certification" properly administered is part of that.”
“Whilst it can be a time consuming exercise, I think we need to be able to say that as professionals we
take our competence seriously and that we want to stay relevant and up to date”
“Mediation has failed to become a profession for many reasons including no agreement on the basics:
definition of mediation, what basic skills are necessary, standards for trainers, etc.”

With a caveat that
7. It should stick at the mediation (not specialisation) level
“I'm strongly in favor of certification, but I tend to agree with you about not overextending it into subspecialties. “

Reasons not to:
8. Because the public don’t understand what mediation is
“If we want a high standard and good reputation and credibility as a profession we need an educated
consumer who recognizes and acts with empowerment and self-determination in the processes we
offer. Unless our clients are educated, credentials offer little protection for anyone and are a revenue
stream for the organization administering the initials.”
9. Because it will become overlegislated
“Here in the UK, the legal services market is being increasingly regulated, which is matched by more
pressure from those already qualified/with established practices for more supervision and regulation of
the nascent profession.”
10. Because there is no benchmark
“I think the important part of deciding if certification would improve the mediation process is if there is
a like profession where certification has accomplished this end. I cannot find one”
11. Because it is only good for the organisations promoting it
“Finally, I am very and I mean VERY sceptical that continuing education creates competence. I find this
argument from those who provide the training but never have seen any supporting evidence of same.”
“Organizations, particularly new ones, tend to increase greatly the requirements for entering a
profession or occupation. The increases are supported by an argument that the current state of
practice is wanting if not deplorable. The organization or its members offer expensive trainings that will
remedy the problem. The founders of the organization are often exempted from the requirements. And
so it goes. “
12. Because there is no demonstrated need
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“Until someone shows me that unlicensed mediators here in the US are wreaking havoc upon
unsuspecting disputants who naively stumble onto their services, I won't see the licensing as anything
more than those currently in practice walling themselves in and keeping others out.”
To summarise, it is or has become a requirement primarily of court sponsored mediation schemes (whether
civil or family law based) because the courts will not push the public towards mediators the courts know
nothing about. That seems reasonable. However if I become a court certified civil case mediator and I use
that to market myself for private (non-court sponsored) workplace mediations, I would expect the Court to
be annoyed. So certification by a mediator body, which the Courts would accept, would seem a good result.
One useful paper on how Australia overcame this problem is the 2007 report on the development of the
National Mediation Accreditation Scheme by Professor Tania Sourdin of Melbourne’s Monash University
Department of Law. http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1134622. All the support,
disagreements, vested interests, debates about terminology and in fighting between established power
bases are here. Yet the National Mediator Accreditation System came into being in 2008 and, in 2010 led to
the national Mediator Standards Board, which, with one or two detractors I have no doubt, has provided
some comfort for Australians using mediators for the first time (including my son-in-law’s parents).
http://www.msb.org.au/about-us
The Virginia State system is undoubtedly one of the most thorough examples of a State laying down rules
on what a mediator needs to be before a Judge will be happy to point members of the public their way.
http://www.courts.state.va.us/courtadmin/aoc/djs/programs/drs/mediation/certification_process/certifica
tion_requirements.html
On an international, though I think at the moment primarily European scale, the International Mediation
Institute (http://imimediation.org/how-to-become-imi-certified) seeks to achieve many of those elements
found in Australasia and certain US states for identical reasons of party protection & professionalization.

Closing Thought on Certification
There is no simple answer to this, because it depends where you are now.
In a place with embedded legal / juridical ideas about what mediation is, how to monitor it and what
type of individual is fit to mediate? A long and possibly fruitless journey.
A jurisdiction where the legal / juridical fraternity haven’t made up their minds yet about what it is, who
can get it, when and where, let alone from whom? A nascent or extant mediator body? A distinct
chance to learn from everything above and get it as right for the local culture as is possible, in the best
of all possible worlds.

Jeremy Scuse
Scotland October 2012
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APPENDIX A: MEDIATOR COMPETENCIES
Example mediator competencies: Catalyst and early SMN work
Parties believe or have experienced the mediator:
Has
strong Speaks clearly and concisely; Uses jargon free language
communication At all times remains calm, even when others behave emotionally.
skills
Is able to explain their role and that of the mediation process clearly and succinctly.
Is able to explain to parties when mediation is not appropriate.
Enables a party to give their informed consent to mediation
Demonstrates active listening to the parties, including checking that their understanding of
what has been said is accurate.
Is able to identify common ground between the parties and any positive comments or
attitudes parties may have for each other.
Enables parties to explore issues constructively without giving the impression that one
party’s view of events/take on the issues is preferred over the others
Is able to use parties’ explanation of their position to help them understand their interests
and reframe the discussion in a constructive way.
Understands the information provided; enables the parties to consider their options and
the prospect of realising them; enables the parties to consider consequences of proposed
or suggested courses of action
Summarising: Is able to accurately and dispassionately summarise the information
provided by parties during the mediation
Is able to build Is able to assist parties to prepare for the mediation.
trust
Accesses or creates and environment for mediation which enables parties to meet in a
calm, quiet room where they will be uninterrupted by other individuals or activities.
Answers questions on the mediation process and their role clearly and authoritatively
Checks that parties understand the mediation process.
Explains the ground rules for mediation and checks that parties understand them.
Checks that parties are able to abide by the mediation ground rules and discusses what
they might do if they feel that this might not be possible.
Intervenes if parties break ground rules or communicate or behave in inappropriate ways
to restore calm and constructive communication
Demonstrates respect for the parties and their views and opinions.
Demonstrates empathy for any hurt to feelings or stress which may have been caused by
the dispute.
Is able to recognise and address power imbalances
Ensures each party feels they have had ample opportunity to have their issues raised and
views expressed.
Demonstrates patience, allowing parties the time they need to share their understanding
of what happened and how it affected them.
Enables parties Assists parties in building agreements, without making suggestions or proposing solutions
to
reach Encourages parties to think creatively of solutions that best meet their needs.
agreements
Assists parties to test the practicality and appropriateness of solutions as a means of
building secure agreements
Records and processes agreements in a mutually acceptable way and establishes any next
steps with parties
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Mediator Competencies 5 Rhizome coop
These were drawn up by organisations in commercial, family and community settings.

1. Establish contact with parties
1.1 Prepare for first contact
Gathers all information needed in preparation for the mediation.
Meets with co-mediator to agree how the first contact is to be conducted and agree roles.
Plans for and takes action regarding personal safety.

1.2 Establish communication with parties
Is welcoming and accepting.
Gives time and attention enables parties to express concerns and ask questions.
Adjusts style to suit the needs of parties.
Listens for feelings, circumstances and priorities.

1.3 Create an appropriate environment
Shows empathy.
Helps put parties at ease.
Respectfully reduces distracting effects of the surroundings.
Takes account of safety issues.
Draws attention to confidentiality and its limitations.

1.4 Enable parties to determine the use they will make of the service
Encourages people to talk, ask questions and express expectations - using a variety of questioning
methods sensitively.
Gives accurate information about the service in a helpful, accessible way that helps the party make
informed decisions.
Responds constructively to parties concerns, objections and questions.
Where the service cannot meet the parties needs, presents other options - including referral elsewhere
as appropriate.
Draws attention to policy matters which become relevant as a result of party disclosures.

1.5 Agree with parties the next steps
Explain clearly what are the options open to the party.
Respectfully challenges limiting perspectives - without any attempt to coerce the party.
Leaves space for the party to ask questions.
Checks back with parties that any decisions for next steps are indeed agreed and understood.

2. Prepare and set up mediation
2.1 Establish the appropriateness of the mediati on process with each party
Welcomes the parties.
Explains the purpose and principles of mediation, at a pace, and using language for all parties.

5 Mediation Competencies 1 www.rhizome.coop
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Explains the potential and limitations of mediation.
Checks each party’s understanding of mediation and clarifies information.
Invites parties to express their feelings and concerns about the mediation process.
Considers alternative options where mediation (or the mediator) is inappropriate.
Establishes each party’s commitment to the mediation process.

2.2 Develop interaction and build rapport with the parties
Encourages parties to express their needs and concerns in their own way.
Allows thinking time.
Checks back understanding of parties’ needs and concerns.
Pays attention to language, tone of voice and body language.
Treats the parties in an impartial and non-directive manner.
Gives the parties appropriate time and attention.

2.3 Agree ways of working with the parties
Describes the role of the mediator.
Agrees the role of a co-mediator and others who may be present.
Agrees a structure for the mediation sessions (the model).
Explains how feedback on the service can be given and how the complaints procedures work.
Confirms policy on confidentiality.
Explains the nature and need for note taking and records.

2.4 Agree conditions and boundaries
Promotes co-operation and positive use of mediation.
Gain agreement with parties in the ground rules for conducting the mediation sessions.
Explains how mediation relates to legal position of each party.
Explains the policy regarding record keeping and how confidentiality will be maintained.

3. Stage mediation meetings
3.1 Develop interaction and build rapport with parties
Encourages parties to express their feelings and concerns in their own manner of communication.
Checks and creates a shared understanding of needs and concerns.
Ensures discussions are exploratory - does not limit the parties expressions of needs and concerns.
Recognises and minimises anything that constrains communication in order to maintain interaction.
Recognises risk situations and takes action promptly.
Regularly reviews the interaction with parties to ensure it continues to be helpful to them.
Avoids being drawn into colluding with parties, particularly in the interests of rapport and empathy.

3.2 Establish issues with the parties
Allow each party sufficient uninterrupted time to express concerns and feelings.
Checks and confirms with each party that understanding of information is accurate.
Identifies issues and agrees with parties which ones will form the agenda for discussion.
Catalyst Mediation Limited
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Encourages full discussion of the issues that gives the maximum chance for progress to be made.
Considers alternative options when mediation cannot help.
Recognises where their position as the mediator becomes untenable and then takes appropriate action.
Where shuttle mediation is being used - all information relayed between parties is accurate and agreed
by the parties.

3.3 Explore issues with the parties
Helps the gathering and exchanging of information between parties.
Respects and manages differences of position.
Deals with demonstrations of emotion and feeling appropriately - to allow the mediation process to
move forward.
Encourages the parties to acknowledge each others perspectives.
Recognises and establishes common ground where agreement seems possible.
Clarifies and respects issues of confidentiality.

3.4 Assist in identifying potential options
Ensures that the timing for exploring options and proposals is appropriate to the progress being made
in the mediation process.
Reassures parties about confidentiality, safety and security of discussing issues where necessary.
Helps parties to create and develop potential options for themselves.
Encourages parties to focus primarily on future possibilities rather than past events.
Encourages parties to consider a full a range of options as possible.
Helps parties to consider the implications, consequences and practicalities of the options.
Helps to explore and develop further options where progress is not being made.

3.5 Assist in building and securing agreements (outcomes) between parties
Establishes the criteria for an agreement with both parties.
Reviews the options discussed with the parties - seeks alternative suggestions where necessary.
Suggests ways in which gaps between the position of each party can be narrowed.
Identifies and builds on moments when decisions on options can be made.
Identifies and builds in potential for compromise between parties where appropriate.
Checks the basis of an agreement with the parties to ensure ownership.
Establishes the conditions and method of implementing the agreement with the parties.
Ensures that any agreement is the result of a joint decision between parties.

3.6 Bring interac tions (meeting) to an end
Gives parties opportunities to signal their need for ending.
Manages the tension between time available and the parties requirements.
Ensures that parties' autonomy is affirmed by the ending process.
Acknowledges parties’ reactions and feelings about ending the meeting.
Ensures the ending process includes a summary of what has happened and agreed, and what will
happen next.
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Ensures that all records are completed and stored in line with confidentiality policy.

4. Manage the mediation process
4.1 Facilitate exchanges between parties (face to face and shuttle)
Allows each party sufficient uninterrupted time to put forward information.
Checks each party’s understanding of the issues and ensures that information exchanged is accurate
and comprehensive.
Maintains a flow of information between parties and encourages direct communication between them.
Considers different ways of mediating as a means of facilitating the process.
Ensures equal involvement of the parties throughout the process.
Respects the competence of parties to participate fully throughout the process.
Applies the ground rules fairly and consistently throughout the process.
Reframes (adjusts) the content and style of communication between parties to facilitate constructive
exchanges.
Ensures the voluntary nature of participation is maintained throughout the process.
Ensures that in shuttle mediation all information is relayed accurately and as agreed by each party.

4.2 Manage conflict and address power imba lances
Recognises and draws attention to any power imbalances within the mediation process, identifying
alternative options where the power imbalances hinder the mediation process.
Uses a range of interventions to limit the adverse effect of strongly expressed negative feelings and
emotions.
Manages aggression by parties in order to sustain the mediation process.
Ensures each party has equal opportunity to participate.

5. Work within codes of practice
5.1 Work co-operatively in pairs and groups
Negotiates roles when co-working.
Gives honest and constructive feedback on what hindered and helped parties.
Receives feedback constructively.
Expresses ones own needs assertively, without putting oneself, or others, down.
Listens to the needs of co-workers.
Seeks to work collaboratively.

5.2 Work within the ethical codes of practice (old Mediation UK standards)
Demonstrates a commitment to best practice.
Maintains the contractual boundaries of relationships with parties.
Recognises, and seeks help with, limits in own competence, experience or values - where coping would
interfere with being of service to parties.
Monitors discriminatory behaviour and assumptions and takes appropriate action.
Recognises and manages conflict between ones own ethics and those of the mediation service.
Respects parties irrespective of difference between them and oneself.
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Meets all requirements for accountability.

5.3 Evaluate own practice
Assesses own practice against agreed standards and objectives, using a range of evidence.
Evaluates own contribution to the objectives and development needs of the service.
Recognises and addresses the effects of one's own prejudices, values, beliefs, feelings, perceptions and
behaviours on parties and other mediators.
Monitors and evaluates the time and attention given to different parties.
Identifies areas for improvement in own practice.

5.4 Ensure continuing self / professional development
Seeks support/supervision/consultancy in order to ensure work is always competent and ethical.
Sets and prioritises realistic goals for won self/professional development.
Devises, regularly reviews and adjusts own development plan as appropriate.
Identifies and takes appropriate opportunities for training and development.
Keeps up to date with developments in theory and practice and assimilates them into own practice.

ADR Canada Competencies Guidelines
Amended December 2010.
This is not an exhaustive list of competencies and is intended as a guideline of generally recognized
desirable qualities for competent mediators. I have further removed administrative competencies to
concentrate on those of a mediator

PROCEDURAL SKILLS
General definition:
Ability to recognize the nature of the dispute and establish clear understandings concerning the process
with and between the parties

1. Ability to determine if mediation is appropriate to the particular situation:
reviews contracts between the parties (if they exist)
ensures the issues in dispute are covered by the mediation clause or are suitable for mediation
determine they possess adequate knowledge of the business or issues encompassing the dispute
ensures there is no reason for parties to challenge the appointment
ensures that the appointment is consistent with applicable laws or institutional rules

2. Ability to establish clear understandings
clearly explains the role of the mediator
clearly defines and explains the mediation process
emphasizes the mutually agreed solution principle
emphasizes the right of the parties to withdraw
emphasizes the confidentiality principle and explains its limitations
determines that participants have sufficient authority
reviews the engagement letter/agreement to mediate
ensures unrepresented parties have addressed legal and expert advice issues
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in cooperation with the parties, estimates time that will be required for the mediation
formalizes the engagement in writing

3. Ability to supervise the preliminary meeting
supervises conduct of the meeting
explains the purpose and content of the meeting
brings the parties to agreement on procedural matters

4. Ability to deal with preliminary matters
holds preliminary meeting if required or requested
provides assistance to the parties in preparing for the mediation
determines if legal counsel, witnesses, experts or other parties will be involved
ensures all parties have a clear understanding of how the mediation session will be conducted and
settlement effected
ensures all necessary procedural steps have been completed

RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
General Definition:
The ability to instil and maintain a positive relationship and good communication

1. Ability to maintain a positive relationship
acts with courtesy, respect and patience and encourages the parties to do the same
separates mediator's personal values from issues of the mediation
earns trust
builds rapport
compliments progressive behaviour
indicates empathy for the issues
does not pre-judge the parties on the issues
is modest in attitude held towards others
works with strongly held values of the disputants, including ethnic, gender and cultural differences
devotes appropriate care and attention towards the parties

2. Ability to listen effectively
listens to both parties in an passive and active manner
exhibits an understanding of the importance of body language to the listening process
intervenes selectively to obtain clarification, assist in understanding or maintain order
exhibits patience and does not interrupt except in the most serious circumstances

3. Ability to speak effectively
uses clear diction and collateral body language
asks succinct questions when necessary
is direct but not intimidating
speaks in a clear audible voice
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uses simple language
utilizes terminology that is common to the parties' industry

4. Ability to maintain an atmosphere conducive to communication
uses civil language
permits humour which is beneficial to the process
displays understanding of the factual material and submissions
puts parties and witnesses/collaborating presenters at ease
avoids distracting body movements or facial expressions
discourages an excessively adversarial climate
shows empathy

FACILITATION SKILLS
General definition:
Ability to conduct the mediation session using fair, flexible and effective procedures, skills and techniques

1. Ability to conduct a fair session
maintains neutrality and impartiality
understands the nature of power imbalances and how to deal with them
treats parties fairly and equally
preserves party autonomy
allows each party an opportunity to examine witnesses/collaborating presenters
allows parties to make objections and respond fully to objections
allows parties adequate time to deal with surprises
deals expeditiously with questions on procedural matters
keeps interruptions to a minimum
imparts and encourages courtesy and respect
accepts criticism in a constructive manner

2. Ability to promote an assertive tone
speaks in an assertive manner
encourages the parties to conduct themselves in an assertive manner
assists the deliberations by rephrasing accusatory or aggressive statements into an assertive form

3. Ability to deal with high emotion
recognizes the need for and advantage of venting
calls a recess, when appropriate, to diffuse negative circumstances of high emotion
holds a caucus to deal with severe negative circumstances of high emotion

4. Ability to organize and analyze data
develops an overall perspective of the engagement
understands the sequence and nature of events contributing to the dispute
exhibits the ability to deal with complex factual material
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organizes data into a logical library format
determines the most effective and efficient way to utilize the data to complement the mediation
process
utilizes ancillary tools such as flip charts and white boards to assist under-standing

5. Ability to deal with the issues
possesses an adequate knowledge of the business/industry related to the dispute
assists the parties to clarify and identify the issues
isolates those issues that are of no or little relevance
separates the parties’ claims and issues
assists the parties to establish an objective methodology to evaluate claims
reconstructs the issues in terms that will assist understanding
screens out non-mediable issues

6. Ability to surface needs and interests
exhibits an understanding of the importance of surfacing needs and interest and
conveys this importance to the parties
exhibits an ability to identify symptoms
asks probing questions directed to uncover potential needs and interests
asks open ended questions directed to uncover potential needs and interests
encourages candid responses
holds caucuses focused on uncovering needs and interests

7. Ability to advance the process
empowers the parties to own and actively participate in the process
separates the people from the problem
assists the parties to maintain focus and momentum
assists the parties to evaluate submissions and the relevant material
is open to suggestions and ideas presented by the parties
assists the parties to generate creative options
assists the parties to evaluate their positions using BATNAs and reality checks
assists parties to make their own informed choices
utilizes appropriate tools and techniques to break impasse, achieve understanding and steer the
process to settlement

8. Ability to bring closure and achieve settlement
recognizes the optimum moment when the parties express a desire to deal/compromise
assists the parties to bargain a solution
utilizes appropriate tools and techniques to achieve closure
assists the parties to move from closure to settlement
assists the parties to assess whether proposed settlement terms can be implemented
assists the parties/their advisors to draft a memorandum of understanding or settlement agreement
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APPENDIX B : TRAINING CONTENT
LEARNING OUTCOMES

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

The learner should be able to:

The learner can:

1. Explain the basic principles of the theories
behind the practice of mediation.

1.1 Consider the underlying principles of mediation and
evaluate personal responses to these theoretical perspectives.

2. Describe how mediation differs from other
dispute resolution disciplines.

2.1 Assess how mediation’s appropriateness vs other
disciplines in different situations.

3. Demonstrate an understanding of the use
of various mediation skills and techniques.

3.1 Explain a variety of mediation skills and techniques.
3.2 Demonstrate a number of mediation skills.

4. Show awareness of principled negotiation 4.1 Discuss principled negotiation and a 5-stage model.
and a 5-stage model of mediation.
4.2 Demonstrate the ability to apply the above.
5. Understand what it is to be a mediator and,
how to work as a mediator.

5.1 Evaluate the key expectations of practicing as a mediator.
5.2 Compare the work of a mediator with other professionals.

6. Recognise the importance of justice and 6.1 Assess the position of the mediator in relation to justice
the law in the practice of mediation, in and the law, and the importance of impartiality and
relation to impartiality and confidentiality.
confidentiality in a European legal context.
7. Understand the importance of assessments
and supervision.

7.1 Recognise the importance of assessments and supervision
within the framework of mediation.

8. Understand the importance of reflective
practice in mediation, including continuing
personal and professional development.

8.1 Discuss future plans for personal and professional
development, applying reflective practice to future topics /
issues for personal and professional development.

Example Days 1 – 4 of a 6 Day Program Content 6
Learners are expected to have read the handbook, as the course is split 20 hours debate of topics, plus 16
hours of demonstration and skills practice. Day 5 is for discussion & role-play of learner defined issues. Day
6 is 3 x 30 minute mediations for each learner plus a 3 minute presentation covering: ‘What is mediation?’,
‘What have I learned on the course?’ and ‘How do I intend to use what I have learned?’ Assessors on Day 6
include one independent for every trainer who also assesses.
How Conflict Escalates

Physiological and Psychological Effects of Conflict

The Kraybill Conflict Style Inventory

Lens Model of Mediation

Attribution Theory

Self-Serving Bias

Effective Communication

Open Ended vs Closed Questions

Principled Negotiation

Five Styles Of Responding To Conflict

Models of Mediation : 5 Stage Model

Mediation Process Design

Stage 1 : The First Meeting / Building Rapport

Stage 2 & 3 – Identify the Issues / Explore the Issues

Stage 4: Develop Options for Mutual Gain

Stage 5: Crafting Settlement - The Written Word

Dealing with Difficult Behaviour

Maintaining “Face” in Mediation

Power Imbalances & Verbal Aggression

Transactional Analysis & Communication Models

6 Most of this course was devised and constructed by Charlie Irvine, a very experienced mediator/trainer and the
Chair of the Scottish Mediation Network and our colleague Alison Ebbitt, another experienced mediator/trainer.
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